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Description 

How much do you really know about the club you love? You can find out by exploring the 1,000 questions set out in 100 categories 
that make up this Wolverhampton Wanderers quiz book. It’s not often that books on football make reference to Sherlock Holmes, 
Led Zeppelin, the Grand National, Donald Trump, The Goon Show, Premium Bonds, Monty Python, golf and Homer Simpson, but 
this one does! Call Yourself a Wolves Fan? is a quirky, challenging affair for real Wolves fans who can test themselves or take each other 
on, with the emphasis on enjoyment and discovery. Try these for size: One member of the Wolves side that won the League Cup in 1980 by 
beating Nottingham Forest had a surname shared with a player on the opposing team, what was it? In this century, Wolves have had two 
goalkeepers at the same time with the same surname and the same first initial, who were they? You will struggle to find anything as 
comprehensive as this eclectic collection. It’s a must for Wolves fans of all ages and you might not see anything quite like it again. 

Details 

Publication: 27 September 2021 
Price: £9.99 
ISBN 13: 9781839500756 
Format: 216mm x 138mm 
Binding: Paperback 
Extent: 176 pages 
Category: Football 

Trade Orders to: Macmillan Distribution (MDL), 
Cromwell Place, International Business Park, 
Lime Tree Way, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 8YJ 
 
T: 01256 302692 
E: orders@macmillan.co.uk 
You may also order via EDI 

Call Yourself a Wolves Fan?  
The Ultimate Wolverhampton Wanderers 
Quiz Book 

Written by Mart Matthews 

Key features 

• The ultimate quiz book for Wolves fans 

• 1,000 questions in 100 categories 

• Exciting, wide-ranging and extensively researched content 

• One of a series of quiz book across a number of well-known 
football clubs 

• It will be featured in the Racing Post newspaper upon release 
and promoted both in the paper and by email to their many 
thousands of subscribers 


